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MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES

I. Introduction

On July 27, 2010, the Presiding Officer directed designated party National Steel and Shipbuilding Company (NASSCO) to submit additional legal authority on whether the Presiding Officer has the authority to determine if Tentative Cleanup and Abatement Order No. R9-2010-0002 (CAO) is categorically exempt from environmental review under the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). The Presiding Officer's order was issued in response to NASSCO's July 23, 2010 motion seeking a determination from the Regional Board that the CAO is exempt from CEQA. This memorandum is submitted in response to the Presiding Officer's July 27, 2010 order, and it is intended to establish that CEQA requires the Regional Board determine as a matter of potential state-wide policy whether or not its CAOs are exempt from CEQA. The Regional Board may delegate such authority to the Presiding Officer, as a member of the Regional Board decision-making body, subject to an appeal of any decision by the Presiding Officer to the full Regional Board.

II. Summary of Argument

Under CEQA, the Regional Board, as the "lead agency" or the government authority with principal responsibility for the CAO, is specifically required to determine whether or not the CAO is exempt from CEQA; here, the record suggests that such a determination (as opposed to a recommendation by the Cleanup Team) has not yet been made. While the Regional Board's authority to determine if the CAO is exempt from CEQA may be delegated to Regional Board staff (and presumably to the Presiding Officer), if the Regional Board so chooses, the Regional Board retains the responsibility and authority to make the ultimate public policy determination (or the reversal of decades of prior public policy) regardless of the position that the Cleanup Team has taken.

An agency's categorical exemption determination will be upheld so long as it is supported by substantial evidence. Substantial evidence supports a determination that the CAO is categorically exempt because the CAO indisputably falls within the Class 7, Class 8, and Class 21 categorical exemptions for agency enforcement actions and agency actions to protect natural
resources or the environment, as detailed in NASSCO’s July 23, 2010 motion. These categorical exemptions are designed to facilitate implementation of measures to address or remediate environmental impacts without having to wait for completion of the lengthy CEQA process. These exemptions also highlight an important public policy consideration: whether a cleanup and abatement order should be delayed or obstructed because of environmental review requirements under CEQA, including completion of an environmental impact report (EIR), even though such orders fall within categories of projects that the State Natural Resources Agency has already determined will not cause significant environmental impacts, and which have therefore been categorically exempted from CEQA. This precise policy concern is implicated in the present matter, since a determination that the CAO is categorically exempt would allow implementation of the CAO’s remedial actions for the Shipyard Sediment Site without the lengthy delay that would otherwise be associated with completing an EIR.¹

¹ Notwithstanding the allegations of certain parties in this proceeding, NASSCO has repeatedly opposed delay in issuance of the CAO and implementation of remedial action. See, e.g., Letter from David Mulliken, Latham & Watkins, to Michael P. McCann, Regional Board (Feb. 17, 2006) (stating that “NASSCO . . . remains concerned with the prolonged and continuing delay in the issuance of a Technical Report by the Cleanup Team . . . .” and expressing NASSCO’s dissatisfaction with the Cleanup Team and Board’s “substantial delay in issuing the Technical Report.”); Letter from David Mulliken, Latham & Watkins, to John Minan, Presiding Officer and Chairman, Regional Board (Mar. 31, 2006) (expressing concern regarding the “prolonged and continuing delay in the issuance of a Technical Report”); Letter from David Mulliken, Latham & Watkins to Michael P. McCann, Chief Engineer, Advisory Team, Regional Board (Aug. 25, 2006) (“NASSCO remains concerned by the prolonged and continuing delay in the issuance of a Technical Report by the Cleanup Team . . . .”); Letter from Kelly Richardson, Latham & Watkins, to Regional Board, Region 9 (Mar. 22, 2010) (“If, contrary to the applicable CEQA exemptions, the Regional Board decides that it must prepare an Environmental Impact Report (“EIR”) for this CAO, then it is important for the Regional Board to understand that adoption of the CAO will be delayed until the CEQA process is completed—a result that NASSCO does not advocate. Furthermore, NASSCO considers the Regional Board’s estimate that it will be able to prepare an EIR and complete the public review process in six months to be a very optimistic estimate. A more realistic estimate may be twelve to eighteen months, if not longer.”); NASSCO’s Motion Requesting Determination That CAO Is Exempt From CEQA, at 1 (requesting CEQA exemption in order to “allow the Regional Board’s review of the CAO to proceed without the lengthy and unnecessary delays that are certain to result from the preparation and certification of an environmental impact report (EIR)”).
II. CEQA Gives the Regional Board the Legal Authority to Make an Exemption Determination

CEQA expressly provides that “a lead agency shall determine whether the project is exempt” from CEQA requirements. Cal. Code Regs. tit. 14, § 15061(a) (emphasis added). As NASSCO’s motion demonstrates, the policy of this Regional Board (and other Regional Boards throughout the state) has been to categorically exempt remediation projects, including prior sediment remediation projects in San Diego Bay. Accordingly, not only does the Regional Board have the authority to determine whether or not CAOs shall remain exempt from CEQA, the Regional Board, as the lead agency, is obligated to make such a determination in this case before the Cleanup Team reverses course on decades of prior practice. The record here suggests that the Regional Board has not yet evaluated the issue or determined whether a categorical exemption should apply to the CAO.

In making the requisite exemption determination, CEQA does not require the Regional Board to follow any specific procedure; and, by way of example, there is no requirement to prepare a detailed written evaluation or hold a public hearing. See Ass’n for Prot. of Envt’l Values v. City of Ukiah, 2 Cal. App. 4th 729, 730 (1991); San Lorenzo Valley Community Advocates for Responsible Educ. v. San Lorenzo Valley Unified Sch. Dist., 139 Cal. App. 4th 1356, 1385 (2006); Cal. Code Regs. tit. 14, § 15061. Accordingly, either the Presiding Officer, to the extent authorized by the Regional Board as a member of the Regional Board decision-making body, or the Regional Board decision-making body as a whole, may determine whether or not the CAO is exempt from CEQA (assuming of course such a decision by the Presiding Officer can still be appealed to the entire Regional Board), and may do so without adhering to any specific procedure or formalities.

The Regional Board is also entitled to delegate the exemption determination to its staff, as CEQA Guidelines section 15025(a)(1) provides that a “public agency may assign specific functions to its staff to assist in administering CEQA,” including “[d]etermining whether a
project is exempt." Cal. Code Regs. tit. 14, § 15025(a)(1) (emphasis added). This language is permissive; an agency’s decision-making body has the option to delegate an exemption determination to staff, but is not required to do so. Thus, the position that the Cleanup Team has taken does not bind the Presiding Officer or Regional Board in any way, since the Regional Board is obligated to make an exemption determination and retains discretion whether to follow any staff recommendation regarding same. See Ukiah, 2 Cal. App. 4th at 730; Cal. Code Regs. tit. 14, § 15061.

For the above reasons, the Presiding Officer or the Regional Board as a whole may presently determine that the CAO is exempt from CEQA. For the reasons set forth in NASSCO’s July 23, 2010 motion, substantial evidence supports a finding that the CAO is categorically exempt from CEQA under the Class 7, Class 8 and Class 21 exemptions for agency enforcement actions and agency actions to protect natural resources or the environment, and no “unusual circumstances” exist which would warrant an exception to those exemptions. See Cal. Code Regs. tit. 14, §§ 15307-15308, 15321.

III. Conclusion

For the foregoing reasons as well as those set forth in NASSCO’s July 23, 2010 motion, NASSCO respectfully requests that the Regional Board or the Presiding Officer issue a determination that the CAO is categorically exempt from CEQA.

Dated: August 2, 2010

LATHAM & WATKINS LLP

By
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2 The CEQA Guidelines implement CEQA. Although they are not binding, they warrant great weight by the courts. Laurel Heights Improvement Ass’n v. Regents of Univ. of Cal., 6 Cal. 4th 1112, 1123 n.4 (1993).
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